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Chapter 2 DirectX 12 Tools 
 

2.0 Link to Previous Chapter 
Chapter 1: Overview of DirectX* 12 

2.1 Visual Studio Graphics Diagnostics tools 
We recommend that you use Visual Studio 2015 to develop DirectX 12 programs. The following content is 

mainly for Visual Studio 2015 Graphics Diagnostics tools. 

 

2.1.1 Overview of Graphics Diagnostics Tools 
Visual Studio 2015 Graphics Diagnostics is a set of toolsets for recording and analyzing presentation and 

performance problems of Direct3D apps. Graphics Diagnostics can be used to not only diagnose the 

programs running on your Windows PC and Windows Device Emulator, but also debug programs running 

on a remote PC and device. 

 

To get the most accurate analysis result of how the app uses Direct3D, Graphics Diagnostics can directly 

capture a state of a running app and immediately analyze, share, or save it for analysis in the future. Not 

only the developers are able to use the command-line tool dxcap.exe to enable and control capture 

manually, but VS also provides three different ways of frame capture to help users programmatically 

enable and control capture: capturing frames on the VS interface, on the app interface and automatically 

capturing frames using capture API. 

 

To diagnose the performance problems of an app, it is recommended to use a new feature of Graphics 

Diagnostics called the Frame Analysis tool to analyze the captured frame data. In contrast to manually 

modifying graphic parameters and constantly comparing the performance before and after the change to 

decide whether the modification is appropriate, this tool will automatically change the way the app uses 

Direct3D and benchmark all parameters for developers so as to reveal where the potential for 

performance optimization resides. 

 

The Visual Studio Graphics Analyzer window is used to examine rendering and performance problems in 

captured frames. Several built-in tools help developers understand the rendering behavior of the app. 

Each tool exposes different information about the captured frame and intuitively shows rendering 

problems, starting from the frame buffer. 

 

The following graph shows a typical layout of tools in the Graphics Analyzer. 

https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/tutorial-migrating-your-apps-to-directx-12-part-1


 
 

2.1.2 The Compatibility of Graphics Diagnostics  
Graphics Diagnostics supports apps that use Direct3D 12, Direct3D 11, and Direct3D 10. It provides limited 

support for apps that use Direct2D. It does not support apps that use earlier versions of Direct3D, 

DirectDraw, or other graphics APIs. 

 

2.1.3 Graphics Diagnostics Features in Visual Studio 
1. Graphic Toolbar 

The Graphics toolbar provides commands that allow quick access to Graphics Diagnostics. 

 

2. Capturing Graphics Information 

When apps are running in Graphics Diagnostics, Visual Studio will display a diagnostics session interface 

that developers can use to capture the current frame and display the frame rate and frame time (GPU and 

CPU usage can only be seen after the GPU Usage tool is launched). The load display helps developers 

identify frames that developers might want to capture according to their performance characteristics. It is 

recommended not to use it for screen troubleshooting. 

 



 
 

3. GPU Usage 

The GPU Usage tool can be used to better understand the performance of Direct3D apps on GPU and 

CPU. Developers can use it to determine whether the performance of an app has reached the CPU or GPU 

limit so as to understand how to use the platform hardware more effectively. The GPU Usage tool 

supports apps that use Direct3D 12, Direct3D 11 and Direct3D 10 (VS2015 RTM currently does not support 

DirectX 12, but will add it in later updates); it does not support other graphics APIs such as Direct2D or 

OpenGL. 
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4. DirectX control panel 

The DirectX control panel is a DirectX component that developers can use to change the way that DirectX 

behaves. For example, developers can enable the debug version of the DirectX Runtime component, 

select the type of debug message, and disable certain graphics hardware capabilities from being used to 

emulate hardware that is not supported. This level of control over DirectX can help you debug and test 

your DirectX app. You can access DirectX control panel from Visual Studio. 

 

2.1.4 Reference Resources 
 

For latest information about related content in this chapter, please refer to the following MSDN website: 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/zh-cn/library/hh315751(v=vs.140).aspx 

 

Please watch the following video for new features of Visual Studio 2015 for DirectX development: 

https://channel9.msdn.com/Series/ConnectOn-Demand/212 
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